In this paper, we describe the submissions of the team from Nanjing University for the WMT19 sentence-level Quality Estimation (QE) shared task on English-German language pair. We develop two approaches based on a two-stage neural QE model consisting of a feature extractor and a quality estimator. More specifically, one of the proposed approaches employs the translation knowledge between the two languages from two different translation directions; while the other one employs extra monolingual knowledge from both source and target sides, obtained by pretraining deep self-attention networks. To efficiently train these two-stage models, a joint learning training method is applied. Experiments show that the ensemble model of the above two models achieves the best results on the benchmark dataset of the WMT17 sentence-level QE shared task and obtains competitive results in WMT19, ranking 3rd out of 10 submissions.
Introduction
Sentence-level Quality Estimation (QE) of Machine Translation (MT) is a task to predict the quality scores for unseen machine translation outputs at run-time, without relying on reference translations. There are some interesting applications of sentence-level QE, such as deciding whether a given translation is good enough for publishing, informing readers of the target language only whether or not they can rely on a translation, filtering out sentences that are not good enough for post-editing by professional translators, selecting the best translation among multiple MT systems and so on.
The common methods formalize the sentencelevel QE as a supervised regression task. Traditional QE models (Specia et al., 2013 have * Corresponding author. two independent modules: feature extractor module and machine learning module. The feature extractor module is used to extract human-crafted features, which describe the translation quality, such as source fluency indicators, translation complexity indicators, and adequacy indicators. And the machine learning module serves for predicting how much effort is needed to post-edit translations to acceptable results as measured by the Humantargeted Translation Edit Rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006 ) based on extracted features above.
With the great success of deep neural networks in a number of tasks in natural language processing (NLP), some researches have begun to apply neural networks to QE task and these neural approaches have shown promising results. Shah et al. (2015 Shah et al. ( , 2016 combine neural features, such as word embedding features and neural network language model (NNLM) features with other features produced by QuEst++ . Kim and Lee (2016) ; Kim et al. (2017a,b) apply modified recurrent neural network (RNN) based neural machine translation (NMT) model (Bahdanau et al., 2014) to the sentence-level QE task, which does not require manual effort for finding the best relevant features. replace the above NMT model with modified self-attention mechanism based transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) . This approach achieves the best result we know so far in the WMT17 sentence-level QE task on English-German language pair.
In this paper, we present two different approaches for the sentence-level QE task, which employ bi-directional translation knowledge and large-scale monolingual knowledge to the QE task, respectively. Also, a simple ensemble of them can help to achieve better quality estimation performance in the sentence-level QE task. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 and Section 3, we separately describe the two proposed QE models above. In Section 4, we report experimental results and conclude our paper in Section 5.
2 Employing Bi-directional Translation Knowledge Sennrich et al. (2015) apply the idea of backtranslation to improve the performance of NMT model by extending the parallel corpus with monolingual data. Kozlova et al. (2016) propose two types of features including pseudo-references features for source sentence and back-translations features for machine translation to enrich the baseline features in sentence-level QE task. Inspired by these successful practices, we present a Bidirectional QE model, as depicted in Figure 1 .
Model Architecture
The Bi-directional QE model contains a neural feature extractor and a neural quality estimator. The feature extractor relies on two symmetric word predictors to extract quality estimation feature vectors (QEFVs) of the source sentence and target sentence (i.e., machine translation output). The quality estimator is based on two identical Bidirectional RNN (BiRNN) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997 ) for predicting quality scores using QEFVs as inputs. The source-to-target word predictor modifies self-attention mechanism based transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) to i) apply additional backward decoder for the target sentence with the right to left masked self-attention and ii) generate QEFVs for target words as outputs, which is similar with QEBrain model as described in . It is a conditional probabilistic model that generates a target word y at j-th position via the source context x = (x 1 , ..., x Tx ) and target context y −j = (y 1 , ..., y j−1 , y j+1 , ..., y Ty ) as follows:
where T x and T y are the length of the source and target sentences.
is the concatenation of − → s j and ← − s j , − → s j is the hidden state at the last layer of forward decoder and ← − s j is the hidden state of backward decoder. w j ∈ R Ky is the one-hot representation of the target word, and K y is the vocabulary size of the target language. W ∈ R Ky×2d is the weight matrix, and d is the size of a unidirectional hidden layer.
To describe how well a target word y j in a target sentence is translated from a source sentence, the QEFV j is defined as follows:
where is an element-wise multiplication.
Similarly, the target-to-source word predictor encodes a target sentence as input and decodes every word for source sentence step by step. We use the identical modified transformer model to generate QEFV i for every source word x i as output.
The quality estimator firstly uses the Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory (BiL-STM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) model to encode given QEFVs of the source and target sentences such that
Secondly, the quality estimator compresses the concatenation of two sequential hidden states along the depth direction to a single one by averaging them respectively as follows:
Finally, sentence-level quality score of a translation sentence is calculated as follows:
where v is a vector, σ denotes the logistic sigmoid function.
In general, the word predictors in both directions can supervise each other and jointly complete the goal of feature extractor, which enhances the representation ability of the whole QE model. At the same time, bi-directional translation knowledge is transferred from feature extractor to quality estimator, which can be deemed to data augmentation of the original parallel corpus. Therefore, this approach can increase the diversity of training samples and improve the robustness of QE model.
Model Training
The training objective of Bi-directional QE model is to minimize the Mean Average Error (MAE) between the gold standard labels and predicted quality scores over the QE training samples. Because the training set for QE task is not sufficient for training the entire QE model, we need to use largescale parallel corpus in source-to-target direction and reverse (target-to-source) direction to pre-train two word predictors respectively. Then, the parameters of the whole Bi-directional QE model are trained jointly with the training samples of sentence-level QE task.
Employing Monolingual Knowledge
In fact, most language pairs do not have a large amount of parallel corpus to train the modified NMT model. But finding monolingual data for any language is relatively easy. Therefore, we propose a QE model to integrate monolingual knowledge, as depicted in Figure 2 .
Model Architecture
The BERT-based QE model also consists of a neural feature extractor and a neural quality estimator. The feature extractor is implemented by a pre-training representation learning model for language understanding called Multilingual-BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , which extracts hidden states corresponding to the last attention block as QEFVs for the sentence pair of source sentence and target sentence. Further, we can use a selfattention based transformer model (Vaswani et al., 
2017
) to translate the source sentence to pseudoreference, which is the same language as the target sentence. Then, the input of feature extractor is replaced with the sentence pair of pseudo-reference and target sentence.
The quality estimator applies BiLSTM based model to predict quality scores using QEFVs as inputs such that
where v 1 is a vector.
Model Training
Consistently, the pre-trained feature extractor and initialized quality estimator of BERT-based QE model are trained jointly over the training samples of sentence-level QE task by minimizing the MAE loss function.
Experiments

Dataset and Metrics
The bilingual parallel corpus that we used for training word predictors is officially released by the WMT17 as development dataset. Pre-processing script can be found at github 2 .
To test the performance of the proposed QE models, we conducted experiments on the WMT17 and WMT19 sentence-level QE task for English-to-German (en-de) direction. Because the gold standard labels of testing data on the WMT18 sentence-level QE task are unobtainable. The statistics of the dataset are shown in Tables 1 and  2. Pearson's correlation coefficient (Pearson) (as primary metric), Mean Average Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) are used to evaluate the correlation between the predicted quality scores and the true HTER scores.
Experimental Setting
Both of the word predictors of Bi-directional QE Model hold the same parameters. The number of layers for the self-attention encoder and forward/backward self-attention decoder are all set as 6, where we use 8-head self-attention in practice. The dimensionality of word embedding and selfattention layers are all 512 except the feed-forward sub-layer is 2048. The dropout rate is set as 0.1. Worth mentioning, the normal transformer model introduced in BERT-based QE model is trained using the same parallel corpus and parameter settings as word predictors.
For quality estimator module, the number of hidden units for forward and backward LSTM is 512. And we uniformly use a minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm together with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to train all models described.
These proposed models were compared with the traditional QE framework QuEst++ , the neural network features based 2 https://github.com/zhaocq-nlp/MT-data-processing QE model SHEF/QUEST-EMB (Shah et al., 2016) and the QE model combined with NMT model, including POSTECH (Kim et al., 2017b) , QEBrain , and UNQE .
Experimental Results
In this section, we will report the experimental results of our approaches for WMT17 and WMT19 sentence-level QE task in English-German direction. For WMT17 QE task, we tried to verify our proposed models and chose the best two models to participate in WMT19 QE task. In Table 3 and From the results listed in Table 3 , our proposed single models, Bi-directional QE and BERT-based QE (+NMT) can outperform all the other compared single models for the primary metric. Then, we ensemble the two best single models above, where corresponding weights are tuned according to Pearson's correlation coefficient on the development dataset. The ensemble model can be comparable or better than the state-of-the-art (SOTA) ensemble models of WMT17 sentence-level QE task.
Considering the experimental results obtained from WMT17 QE task, we submitted the ensemble model and Bi-directional QE model to WMT19 sentence-level QE task, and ranked 3rd and 4th respectively according to WMT19 QE website.
Conclusion
This paper introduces two proposed QE models, Bi-directional QE model and BERT-based QE model, for the WMT19 sentence-level Quality Estimation shared task on English-German language pair. They can be used selectively in situations where parallel corpus and/or monolingual corpus are available. Experimental results showed that our ensemble model outperformed the SOTA results on WMT17 sentence-level QE task in English-German direction and ranked 3rd in WMT19 QE task. In future work, we would like to explore how to apply our approaches for finergrained QE task, such as phrase-level and wordlevel.
